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I was so excited when I got this book that it jumped to the top of my real read list - not that such an actual list exists, it's much more random, happy and arbitrary than can be captured here on Good Reads. It's certainly not measured! The reason why I was so interested to read this book is because I thought it would present some of the latest research on the
work started by Basil Bernstein and Michael Holliday in sociolinguistics. Bernstein says some fascinating things about how excited I was when I got this book that he jumped to the top of my real read list - not that such an actual list exists, it's much more random, happy and arbitrary than can be captured here on Good Reads. It's certainly not measured! The
reason why I was so interested to read this book is because I thought it would present some of the latest research on the work started by Basil Bernstein and Michael Holliday in sociolinguistics. Bernstein says some fascinating things about how different social classes use excuses (working-class children are more likely to use spatial prepositions - on, by -
and middle-class children have relational pretexts like that) and pronouns (middle-class children using far fewer pronouns in order to communicate using their so-called developed code). The first thing I did when I got this book was to see Bernstein and Holliday's index - and there wasn't a single link, something that made my heart sink right away. There was
one reference to Chomsky - but if you read any of my recent reviews on sociolinguistics you'll know that Chomsky thinks that all sociolinguistic exercises is a waste of time. This book isn't about sociolinguistics though, it's more like pop psychology linguistics. This is, in short, embarrassing. The problems with this book are a lot of American problems. This guy
starts a section on social class by saying this: From the very beginning of my education, I've always been taught that in the United States we don't have social classes. So it's not only surprising that social classes exist in the United States, but that they even use language differently than each other. What really annoyed me was that even after his belated
discovery of social class, and it correlates with the powerful effects on smoking, drinking, depression, obesity, and all the physical and mental health problems you can imagine that aren't quite enough to overcome your typical US obsession with human beings. The social class rises and is forgotten almost as quickly. He is not interested in how or why
linguistic social markers may have evolved and used to keep people in their place, say, in how Bourdier is interested in this. I think he was afraid that if he started down that track will be accused of class warfare. Instead, he sticks to the dull-as-dishwater (and largely discredited) psychology of the individual. If you need a rebuttal of personality psychology --
things like Myers Briggs, Briggs, Tests, MMPI or even phrenology - that you should read the wonderful book Cult of Personality: How Personality Tests lead us to miseducate our children, misnamed our companies, and misunderstand ourselves. Unfortunately, after reading this book of outings this guy's personality score starts as annoying and ends up being
stunningly simple-minded. He says things like: In my experience, people's personalities don't change very often... He doesn't support this with any evidence - but he really should have, as is the central idea of his entire book. To prove his point, he must prove that people's identities remain consistent and grammatical words (rather than what he calls the
content of words - what linguists call lexical terms) which they prefer to use is an infallible means of illuminating their personalities. The hole in this logic is so gaping the only remarkable thing that it is able to write 116 pages (where I stopped less in anger than despair) dancing around this hole without getting into it. But actually, I only got to page 116 after
limping on from page 98 before falling asleep last night. Page 98, where he says: In early 2001, after analyzing Bush's first inaugural address, Winter warned that Bush's language was consistent with a model of aggressiveness based on a rigid group of followers who would be resistant to dissent. Oh - and you could only draw such a remarkable conclusion
about how bush's presidency probably progressed based on linguistic analysis of his inaugural address, because his previous history as governor was so completely different. Reading this quote was like watching a magician pull a rabbit out of a hat after you've seen its ears appear over the edge. Another thrillingly simple-minded statement in the chapter on
Personality: Finding the man inside (even the title makes me cringe) is on the next page - which I'm going to quote in full, but just because it has to be tattooed on this guy's belly, like what autistic women do in a dragon tattoo book, you know, as a warning to others. Sketch Sketch: Osama bin Laden through his wordsNlow the language of a public figure such
as Osama bin Laden. For most of his adult life, he left a record of his language in his interviews, speeches, letters and written articles. Analysis of his words in Arabic or English shows his supreme self-confidence, even arrogance (very low level of I-words, high use of we-words and you-words). Unlike most other leaders of extremist Arab groups, including his
associate, Ayman al-Sawahiri, bin Laden was the narrator (high in narrative markers - past tense verbs, social references) with decidedly dour, hostile edges. Our overall analysis will tie it as highly in need power, moderate needs to be achieved, and poorly needs belonging. Cindy Chung's sense of mining technique reveals his real obsession with obsession
life has shifted from fury in his homeland, Saudi Arabia, to America's invasion of Iraq and Afghanistan. Interestingly, he has never shown much interest in Israel compared to his al-qa'idah counterparts. There is no data on whether he enjoyed long walks on the beach at dusk. Like I said, I limped a few pages after that, and today decided that I can't bring
myself to read more of this book. Hey, would you guess bin Laden was arrogant before he knew about this detailed analysis of his pro-life? Not only do people not change, but the same word counting methods are just as effective if they are used to use someone Arabic as they are for someone's use of English (or Elizabethan English) and even effective for
Arabic in English translation. Earlier in the book he finds some correlation between male and female use of protouns and then uses it to test how actually male or female characters from fiction ... Juliet seems to be more masculine than you might expect. I have to say that I believe that this is, again, a typical American mistake - one that thinks the whole world
is essentially identical to the U.S., it's only that the world hasn't figured that out yet. So the way Arabs speak and use pronouns means exactly the same thing about their personality as the way U.S. citizens speak English and use pronouns speaks to their personalities. There are no cultural differences - there are no linguistic differences - there are three types
of personality, formal, analytical and narrative thinking - and for getting people to write about a bottle of water enough to show which of these star signs (oh, sorry - thinking styles) they belong to. But if you're interested in the fascinating topic of sociolinguistics - what this book would be about if this guy bothered to read some of the literature that was around
for 20 years before he started discovering this stuff, I would highly recommend the language of children and teens: Acquiring Romain's communicative competence or class codes, and controlling Bernstein's or the differences : Social criticism deciding more about social class than the author of a popular US book can bring himself to discuss. Avoid this - it is
written as a self-help book and make you feel patronized at the turn of almost every page. ... The more we are social beings wired to communicate with each other, and as new modes and communication platforms become available to us, so new ways of understanding the complex patterns, motivations and psychosocial phenomena that underlie this
communication. This is exactly what social psychologist and language expert James W. Pennebaker explores in the secret life of pronouns: What Our Words Say About Us (Public Library) - a fascinating look at what Pennebaker's groundbreaking research in computational linguistics shows about our our sense of self, and our perception of our belonging to
society. Analysis of subtle linguistic patterns in the From Craigslist ad college admissions essays to Lady Gaga's political speeches, Pennebaker offers compelling evidence to understand that our most unnamed words - pronouns, prepositions, prefixes - may be the most eloquent true mood and intent. As a fascinating piece of human psychology and
practical tools for deciphering our everyday email exchanges, tweets and Facebook statuses, the study looks at what our choice of words is like me, her, mine and who shows about our deep thoughts, emotions and motivations - and the people we communicate with. One of the most interesting results was part of a study of my students and I spent dealing
with status in e-mail. Basically, we found that in any interaction, a person with a higher status uses the I-word less (yes, less) than people who have low status. - James Pennebaker art Stephanie Posavec from her Letter Without Words Project. Click the image for more information. Like many scientific discoveries, Pennebecker's interest in pronouns began
as a complete fluke - in the 1980s, he and his students discovered when he was asked to write about emotional upheaval, and people's physical health improved, suggesting that putting emotional experiences into language changed the way people thought about their shocks. Eventually, they developed a computerized text analysis program to study how the
use of language can predict later health improvements in an attempt to find out if there is a healthy way of writing. To his surprise, the biggest predictor of health was people's choice of pro-life. The Scientific American has an excellent interview with Pennebaker: As I pondered these findings, I began to look at how people used pronouns in other texts - blogs,
emails, speeches, style writing assignments, and natural conversation. Remarkably, the way people used pronouns correlated with almost everything I studied. For example, the use of special first-person pronouns (me, me, mine) has been consistently associated with gender, age, social class, honesty, status, personality, and more. Although the results
were often reliable, people in everyday life were unable to pick them up while reading or listening to others. It was almost as if there was a secret world of pro-ness that existed beyond our consciousness. - James Pennebaker From Gender Differences that turn everything you know from head to analysis of suicidal language versus non-suicidal poets to
unexpected insights into famous historical documents, The Secret Life of Pronouns will scoop up ideas with endless applications, from state-level lies to discovering your daily email in the mailbox, and making a wonderful addition to these 5 major books by language. Language.
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